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VALE
I am forever haunted by one dread,

That I may suddenly be swept away,

Nor have the leave to see you, and to say

Good'bye; then this is what I would have said:

I have loved Summer and the longest day;

The leaves of June, the slumberous film of heat,

The bees, the swallow, and the waving wheat,

The whistling of the mowers in the hay.

I have loved words which lift the soul with wings,

Words that are windows to eternal things.

I have loved souls that to themselves are true,

Who cannot stoop and know not how to fear,

Yet hold the talisman of pity's tear:

I have loved these because I have loved you.

Maurice Baring



WHERE ARE WE TO GET OUR PICTORIALISTS ?

Paul L. Anderson

" Once on a glittering ice-field, ages and ages ago,

Ung, a maker ofpictures, fashioned a man out of snow.

Fashioned theform of a tribesman. Gaily he whistled and sung,

Working the snow with his fingers. Read ye the story of Ung."

HE editor of "Platinum

Print" has asked me to

write an essay in reply

to the question which

forms the title, explain-

ing that he means to

inquire what steps should be taken to de-

velop and train the worker who, having

purchased a camera with the idea ofmaking

records of fact—snap-shots—feels a desire

to go farther than this, and to express his

artistic feelings, and the editor adds that

he does not refer to the purely technical

training, which may be left to the current

magazines and text-books, but to the sub-

jective education of the artist.

I am glad to write the desired article, as

it gives me an opportunity to express two
opinions which I hold, first, that it does not

matter -whether or not Ave train the worker

as suggested, and, second, that we cannot

do so. In order to explain these apparent

heresies it will be necessary to discuss the

origin and function of art, and we will con-

sider first the former.

The origin of art is chronologically

beyond our records, for it is practically co-

incidentwith the beginnings ofintelligence,

when man first began to be differentiated

from the lower animals, for elementary

artistic efforts have been discovered, I be-

lieve, among the traces of Paleolithic, and

certainly among those of Neolithic, times,

these efforts being confined to the literal

representation of familiar objects, and be-

ing, it is thought, connected with the

elementary religious instincts which were

just awaking. Whether or not this con-

jecture is correct, we see that the develop-

ment of artistic effort is the same in the

race as in the individual, for it is safe to

say that every artist begins with the desire

to represent as accurately as possible his

surroundings.

From this literal reproduction the pro-

gress is toward an idealized reproduction,

and many artists never get beyond this

point, making no attempt, because of their

limitations, to originate, or to express sub-

jective qualities. It should be noted that,

though subjective expression is considered

a higherformofart thanany other, idealized

representation is as necessary to the fulfil-

ment of the function of art, for, as will be

seen later, art, to be of any value, requires

comprehension, and the latter form will

often be understood by persons who would

fail to grasp the former. Of course, literal

representation cannot be considered art, as

will be seen from the following discussion
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of the function of this form ot expression.

The fundamental law of Nature is that

everything, whether orders, genera, species,

or individuals, must progress, and no form

ofactivitywhich does not involve advance'

ment is allowed to continue, this progress

being of three kinds, physical, mental, and

spiritual. There are some who consider

that the last two are the same, but I be'

lieve that there is a difference, though I

admit that it is not always easy to distin'

guish between the two. Since art has

persisted for so many years, through the

entire growth oftherace, it must necessarily

be ofuse, and I believe it can be shown that

its value is spiritual. Certainly it is not

physical, and, although to differentiate it

from the intellectual would require more

space than we can afford here, we can at

all events suggest one basis for such dif-

ferentiation in the emotional quality which

is characteristic of art but is not found in

intellectual forms of expression.

It may seem strange that art should be

considered an aid to spiritual progresswhen
we remember that great artistic develop'

ment has never been coincident with a

religious attitude, among either nations or

individuals, and that many artists have

borne reputations for immorality. There are

several facts, though, which will reconcile

these apparently contradictory statements,

chief among them being the one that a re-

ligious attitude does not necessarily imply

a spiritual one.

So far as immorality is concerned, this has

rarely been found in the greatest artists, and

even when so found has usually been the

disregard of a strong nature for hampering

laws made by persons ofinferior mentality,

rather than indifference to natural laws.

Thus, many persons feel that Rembrandt
was immoral, when as a matter of fact he

was as faithful to his mistress as to a wife,

but simply dispensed with a ceremony

which, to every logical thinker, must be

meaningless.

Since, then, art is a natural expression of

an inherent impulse, and since it seems to

be an aid to progress, it follows that it can-

not be taught, but must resultfrom effort on

the part of the worker. In fact, none of the

higherforms ofdevelopment can resultfrom

effort on the part of an outsider, only the

lowest form, physical, being so brought

about, and even here effort on the part of

the individual is ofmuch greater value. The
most that a teacher can do is to suggest the

direction which the student's work should

take, and for this reason the greatest teach-

ers are those who are the greatest masters

of suggestion. Hence, it does not matter

whether or not we try to teach the artist

the subjective part of the work, for if he

possesses this power it will appear in spite

of all attempts to restrain it, while ifhe does

not possess it no teaching can develop it.

We can, however, direct the artist's

technical studies in such amanner as to save

him much waste of time, and we can place

before him suggestions which will aid his

subjective development. The former can be

done by means of good text-books, com-

bined with good works of art, for by tech-

nique I mean not merely knowledge ofhow
to use his apparatus but also facility of ob-

servation and skill in composition, and the

(Continued on page n )



THE HEART OF THE CAMERA
Jack Rivers

Many things—some good, some bad

—

have been written on the subject of photo'

graphy. But it is plain that the searchers

found the brains of the machine, and in giv-

ing the reasons, "why and where," they

missed the more important—the heart of

the camera— after all the most satisfactory

thing to lookfor. It is easier to find inthe first

place, and when one has reached the plane

from which he can look at the " soul of

things," he can very readily afford to step

down and playwith the "reasons" ofwhich

the thinkers tell us.

Before I proceed,however, should you be

one of those men who look at a charming

bit ofpoetry produced through the medium

ofphotography, and say: "Oh, youYeoneof

those fuzxiegraph fellows;" then I am not

trying toreachyou,you aretoo hard-shelled,

and even if I could teach you to see some of

the beauty which is Nature's, you would

only await the first opportunity to turn,

and rend limb from limb the small figure of

appreciation, of imagination which I have

so laboriously constructed within your

inflexible soul.

On the other hand, if this should fall in

with one who has an idea ofthe world out-

side of his own garden-patch, who does not

take it as a personal insult that my work
differs from his, then I believe he will read

and appreciate that I am, even as he is, strug-

gling upward for light. I am not going to tell

of"tricks of the trade," for I know ofnone,

nor am I about to advance the merits ofone

lens, plate, or paper; since I consider that it

matters not a whit what a man uses. Ifhe

has a sense ofthe beautiful, he will produce

good work. One thing only: beware of imi-

tation. Therein you will find nothing but

failure, and the fruit you steal will be as

bitter as gall to taste, and never will you

bring yourselfto like it. It is yourownwork,
small, but still yours,which brings you light,

and prompts you to hop in merriment about

the room on one foot.

When I started out to write under this

heading, I was filled with zeal to speak of

photography as an art, of the beauty of

Nature on the ground glass, poetry, all sorts

of things. Instead of this I am going to ask

you toconsider two prints. Onetheproduct

ofthe sharp-focus lens element ofourworld,

the other from the so-called "artistic pho-

tography." This consideration may do some

good, for as everyone knows, these two

factions are madly clawing at each others

throats over nothing.

Two prints are lying on the table, both

8 x 10, mounted, and printed on the same

kind of paper. From the difference in the

lenses, there naturally comes a great differ-

ence in the prints, so great that comparison

seems odious—which we are not going to

do— sincewe are about to consider. There

is a vast difference in the terms.

The sharp print we shall label No. i, a

record ofa happening, an action suspended

;

a man vaulting over a bar at a great height,

breaking the world's record. The standards
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are clear, the feet-numbering stand out as

though lettered on the paper. The spikes in

the vaulter's shoes are seen, and with the

aid of a powerful lens we may even count

the ribs in the man's socks. All this is in-

teresting and wonderful and anyone but

a fool would take pleasure in looking at

the print. The shutter had flicked across the

plate with the almost incredible speed of

one two-thousandth part of a second, too

fast for the eye to foliow. Is not this interest'

ing? The figure stands out with perfect

sharpness and not a part has moved during

the exposure. It is a complete record of his

action against which dispute would be fu'

tile. The subject would very likely hang it

on the wall of his room as one of his most

valued possessions.

No. 2 print is of the same subject, but

a softness of atmosphere has covered the

minute details, out ofwhich, suspended by

the faint line of the vaulter's pole, the semi'

nude figure merges in one uninterrupted

curve ; the uprights are vaguely seen but

there are no feet'numbering. One easily im'

agines that it is of considerable height. This

print is a record also, but the lens and the

man behind wanted and found to record

other things than those we saw in No. i

print. We can feel (eyes and hearts enlight'

ened) the cold, raw spring air; it is late

afternoon, much the same sort of day as

when we too were young and vaulted over

strips of wood. We can feel the same old

glory of the upward swing, the heave and

struggle after the uplift is spent, and the fall

on the other side. The square cut corners of

the print disappear, and again we walk over

wind'swept reaches, and hear the winter

sea, cold blue, boom defiance against the

cliffs far below. Once more the gull screams

in our ear as it turns and swoops back in a

bullet'like flight, downwind.
The salt air is greasy on our skin and

then; well— if you have it, well and good,

if you haven't— I am sorry. Those days

have come to my lot, and it only needs a

trifle to stimulate my imagination. I pity a

man who is confined by city streets to the

extent that even his soul cannot escape,and,

through some suggestion of the wonderful,

fly back to where Nature, undisturbed, still

holds the reins of Empire.

There is an end to every page and I must

stop. Only this; the title of the two prints is

"The Winner." What does it mean to you
in the sharp picture? What does it mean

through the other? Ask yourself this ques'

tion and your answer will tell you whether

you should buy a lens which will diffuse, or

if your money will be better spent on a

Kodak. I do not ask all to blur. I should

like everyone, however, to learn that there

is more to the game than a chance "summer

snap-shot."

Be you of one kind, or be you of the

other. Don't go through lifemaking remarks

ofthe other fellow, "I can't understandwhy
he makes his pictures so fuz,2,ie." Or vice-

versa, as the case may be. Remember, it is

only your ignorance which keeps you from

seeing as he sees, and only your inability

which keeps you from doing as he has

done. The truth of these remarks might

very well engage your thoughts until I

write again.
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EDITORIALLY EXPRESSED
To Our Latent Pictorialists

There are ambitious, estranged amateur

photographers in various parts of this

country whose environment denies them

the privilege of association with people

who are expressing themselves in a pictorial

manner. Many of these latent pictorialists

have no access to the study of modern

photography. Many of them emulate, in

good faith, examples of the photographer

—

the publicity seeker—whose only claim to

distinction is thefrequency ofhis exposures.

The amateur who works alone, without

study, can never become ofvalue to artistic

photography. A liberal knowledge of, or

acquaintance with, the chemistry of pho'

tography is useless to him without the

cultivation of an attitude, an approach,

in his work. Lines must be felt, masses

must be balanced if we are to consider har'

mony within the rectangle of our picture.

In making your pictures, do not accept

your own work as a standard, since you
have created none ; nor should you accept

the standard of the man who is working

to arrive at nothing definite ; but sit hum'
bly at the feet of masters in design and the

filling of space. Study the graphic arts, and

let your compositions be not burdened by
the solution of a geometric problem. Be

guided more by your feeling; but let this

feeling be founded on an intelligent and

refined appreciation of the masters in art,

and you will realize that love for deco-

rating a space in a simple and harmonious

manner has become a part of you.

/ Y 1

Spheres of Usefulness

The facility of its reproduction, the

economic advantage it affords over other

arts, its adaptability to personal expression,

and its universal and understandable appeal

are implements the intelligent users of the

camera should employ in helping photog'

raphy to take its place in the world of

illustrative art. For the illustration ofstories

and poems, there is no reason on earth why
a photograph should not be desirable to a

publisher. When we have made a picture

having no direct appeal, have we not at

times grown tired of the indolence of its

life, its purposeless existence? Our photog'

raphy, therefore, outside of its service to

portraiture, should occupy spheres of use'

fulness in a practical world. To accomplish

this, discouragement by failures are merely

incentives to still greater endeavors. Let no

man gainsay this

!
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WhereareWeto GetOur Pictorialists?
( Continuedfrom ftage J )

latter can be accomplished by affording him

an opportunity of seeing, either through

good reproductions or in frequent exhibi'

tions, the works of masters in the branch of

art which he has chosen.

It should be impressedon the studentthat

what we may call his objective technique

—that is, the use of camera, lens, plates,

ray-filters, chemicals, printing mediums, and

so on— should be the simplest that will

allow him to express himself fully, and that

his subjective technique, or powers of ob'

servation and composition, should be the

most complete and highly cultivated that

he can attain, and he should thoroughly ap'

preciate the fact that, though the camera

may seem to afford an easy medium of ex-

pression, its objective technique is, as a

matter of fact, far more difficult than that

of painting.
r f r

STUDYING A CHINESE DRAWING
EDWARD R. DICKSON

The accompanying reproduction of a

very simple Chinese drawing should afford

study for him who desires to construct

his photographs. Tracing the entire picture

with a bit of tracing cloth will let you

feel the very lines in your own hands. On
examining the picture, we find that the

erect figure of the man to the left controls

the whole situation. He controls it not

only by reason of his commanding position

but through the added strength and dignity

of the vertical lines of the tree. The two
figures near to him have bent their arms

and bodies in unison with the lines of the

>&^z.

kites, directing your attention to the master

figure. They would have been very disturb'

ing in any other position. The eyes now run

from kites to left figures. The composition

is not complete, for nothing balances the

tree and the empty space irritates. The
artist places a group to the right to steady

the toppling frame. The man in the fore'

ground gazes at the central group while

his companion, though looking at him, with

outstretched arms commands you to look

at the main or central group. Both these

figures are connected and firmly held by

the lines of the large kite between them.

The eye is, therefore, compelled in its

circuit to strike the tree, the main group,

the two figures, and finally, the kites.

On further examining the picture, from

a standpoint of interest in composition to

the mere beginner desiring to note the natU'

ral facility with which they of the East

fill their frames, there will be found many
more delightful and contributory notes

employed in its construction.

ii



OF IMPORTANCE TO PICTORIALISTS
Miss Edith H. Tracy's exhibition of pictorial pho-

tographs of the Panama Canal at the Folsom Galleries,

New York, is an important contribution to artistic exhi-

bitions which have occurred in New York this season.

In Miss Tracy's hurried trip to the city of Panama

she has brought back bits of Spanish life and tropical

scenes which are most enjoyable. With regard to

their pictorial expression, one is inclined to think

that the dynamics of the Panama Canal might have

been told with a greater feeling for poetry and less

fidelity to record. The collection was hung in such a

manner as to appear chaotic on the wall, the pictures

being placed without regard to construction. The

exhibition, however, represents a collection of photo-

graphs whose maker shows a splendid knowledge of

planes and who possesses an unusual sense of scale and

bigness of things : an achievement which lies to the

credit of but few photographers and fewer painters.

The story has been beautifully told through the medium

of the camera in the hands of an artist.

•f 1 r

In the galleries of the Royal Society of British

Artists, Suffolk Street, Haymarket, S.W., the 59th

annual exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society

of Great Britain will be held from August 24th to

October 3d, 1 9 1 4.

A gallery will be devoted entirely to the display or

the work of American artists, and a representative

collection will be shown. July 31st is the last day for

receiving foreign entries. Apply to the Secretary of

the Royal Photographic Society, 3 3 Russell Square,

London, W.C., for application blanks.

r 1 1

From June 2d to 13th, the Winnipeg Camera Club

will hold its fourth annual exhibition in the Civic Art

Gallery of Winnipeg. There will also be a loan

exhibition of portrait and figure photographs by workers

internationally known. The general exhibition is an

open one, and entries are requested from photographers

in the United States. Exhibits must be forwarded

before May 23d. You may obtain entry blanks from

the Secretary, J. M. Iredale, Enderton Building,

Portage Avenue, Winnipeg.

Ever on the alert to encourage forms of artistic

expression, the Portland Art Association of Portland,

Oregon, recently exhibited in the Museum of Art, a

collection of twenty-one pictorial photographs made by

Miss Henrietta Elizabeth Kibbe.

Miss Kibbe, an artist with a pronounced appreciation

for arrangement, is a graduate of Columbia University,

New York, where she studied under the direction of

Mr. Clarence H. White. The establishment of a studio

and residence in Portland is indicative of Portland's ap-

preciation for a form of photographic expression having

as its basis qualities other than microscopic representa-

tion. Miss Kibbe has our best wishes for success.

< y r

The 1 5th annual exhibition of the photographic

section of the Portland Society of Art comprised more

than 250 photographs from artists all over the country.

The exhibition was a very interesting one from a stand-

point of pictorial results, and those who visited from

afar enjoyed the privileges of an outing extended to

them bv the hospitable and energetic members of the

photographic section.
* * 1

Miss Alice Boughton of New York gave an exhibition

of a number of her well-known pictorial photographs

in the galleries of the Free Public Library, Newark,

N. J. , under auspices of the Newark Museum Associ-

ation. The collection represented the photographs ot

distinguished people.
* -f -r

The distinguished exhibitions that are being conducted

by Mr. Spencer Kellogg, Jr., at his studio in Buffalo,

N. Y., have created wide interest. The recent collec-

tion of camera pictures by Mr. F. Holland Day will

be followed on April 22d, 23d, 24th and 25th bv an

exhibition of the work of Mr. Clarence H. White.

r -f -f

We wish to announce our welcome of the "Camera

Pictorialists of Los Angeles," the name of the new

association, having the following members : Louis Fleck-

enstein (Director), E. H. Weston, A. R. Lindstedt,

Ernest Williams, E. E. Ellsworth, C. E. Smith, Fred

Archer, J. Wiley Wallace, F. E. Monteverde, A. S.

Little (Correspondent), Mrs. C. D. Allen, Miss

Margarethe Mather.
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Beginning April 25 th and continuing for one week,

the studio members of the Department of Photography,

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, will hold their

24th annual exhibition of pictorial photographs in the

Academy of Music building.

Among those who will be exhibiting are :

Samuel Holden, Wm. E. Macnaughtan, Richard

M. Coit, Robert E. Montgomery, H. L. Underhill,

H. G. Bohn, Myers R. Jones, Herbert W. Congdon,

Victor N. Camp, Jos. R. Cooper, Florence B. Grey,

Amy P. Whittemore and Wm. P. Knox.

The private view and conversazione will be held

on the evening of April 25th, at 8 o'clock.

Those of us who read the poems of Rabindranath

Tagore will be glad to know that the perplexing

pronunciation of his surname has been solved by the

Macmillan Company through a university professor.

It should be pronounced as though spelled Tah-gohr,

with stress on the first syllable.

• r /

We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. J. A. Dawes,

the new manager of the Promotion of Trade Depart-

ment of the Wollensak Optical Company, who succeeds

Mr. H. O. Bodine, in which he assures us that the

splendid policy which his department has followed in

the past will be carried on under his personal supervision.

The Promotion of Trade Department is maintained for

the purpose of helping those interested in the Wollensak

Product, who will find Mr. Dawes ready to assist them

in any way possible under the broad guarantee and trial

privilege afforded by the Wollensak Optical Company.

f -f Y

The "New York Times" is making an awful holler

about its Rotogravure reproductions, which are very

beautiful indeed. We might say, however, that in the

October number of "Platinum Print" was printed a

supplement, "Thames Barges," by Alvin Langdon

Coburn, by a similar process, and no noise was made

about it.

1 r -f

The Ansco Company is very anxious to have you

win some of the $5000.00 now being offered in their

"Loveliest Woman" contest. The prize winners'

pictures will be exhibited at the Panama-Pacific Expo-

sition, and there is no reason why advanced pictorialists

should not carry off" some of the trophies. Blanks may

be had at all dealers.

XyS Mr. Max Weber will conduct a Summer Class

"^^jTy in Modern Art at Seguinland, Five Islands,

WW Maine, from July 6th to August 1 5 th. Students

**^ may draw from the various chosen mediums.

Mr. Weber will also give a series of illustrated talks with

stereopticon views on general art history and principles,

showing the origin and development of the Modern

Art Movement.

For further information, Mr. Weber may be reached

at 520 East 79th Street, New York.

Our Advertisements

We direct the attention of our readers especially to

our advertisements and their decorative arrangement in

keeping with the underlying scheme of the entire

magazine. When you have finished reading these

advertisements from cover to cover, please remember

to tell the dealer that it was read in " Platinum Print,"

for in this way only are we able to prove to him that his

advertisement will reach appreciative readers only

through "Platinum Print."
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MITCHELL KENNERLEY
32 West Fifty'eighth Street . New York

Sold also by

VAUGHAN 6s? GOMME
2 East Twenty-ninth Street . New York



P & S Semi'Achromatic Lenses

SERIES I

The Original Soft Focus Lens, a

single lens ranging in price from

$15.00 to $50.00.

SERIES II

The most satisfactory Soft Focus

Doublet for hand cameras, F. 6.

SERIES III

The most successful Soft Focus

Doublet for portraiture, F. 4. 5.

Regarding our S. A. Lenses, Alvin Langdon Coburn says: "If I

were to be told that I must work for the remainder ofmy life with

but one lens, I would choose the original fifteen-inch objective

that Mr. Smith made for me so many years ago." Speaking of our

doublets, the first one of which Mr. Coburn owns, he says :
"The

doublet is very much easier to get acquainted with. Used wide

open it gives a charming quality to large heads in portraiture, and

for distant landscapes it gives exquisite soft detail stopped to F. 1 1
."

For price-lists and literature, send to the manufacturers

PINKHAM fe? SMITH COMPANY
288-290 Boylston St. or 13

1
i Bromfield St.

Boston, Massachusetts

or the following Trade Agents

Obrig Camera Co 147 Fulton Street, New York

C. G. Willoughby ..... 814 Broadway, New York

Hirsch 6s? Kaiser . . . 218 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.



IOHN SILENCE
Physician Extraordinary

By ALGERNON BLACKWOOD
author of Pan's Garden, The Centaur, A Prisoner in Fairyland, etc.

John Silence undertakes only such cases

as would completely baffle the regular prac-

titioner of medicine— cases where the soul

rather than the body or mind is affected.

Yet this is not a morbid book. It is a

record of five absorbingly interesting human
experiences which transcend the ordinary.

A PSYCHICAL INVASION, ANCIENT SORCERIES,

THE NEMESIS OF FIRE, SECRET WORSHIP, THE

CAMP OF THE DOG.

At all book'shops, $1.35 net

From the first review
"In selecting Algernon Blackwood's 'John

Silence' for their introduction into the pub-

lishing world, Messrs. Vaughan & Gomme
have made a fortunate choice. The over-

worked term ' original ' is without question

deserved by one who, among other things,

writes ghost stories like a poet. It is a book

to which must be accredited that other sadly

overworked quality of ' grip.'
"

The Evening Post, New York

VAUGHAN &? GOMME, Publishers

2 East Twenty'Ninth Street, New York

THE FINEST PRINTING - MEDIUM OF THE AGE

"SELTONA"
NEEDS FIXING ONLY

MATTE
SMOOTH

CREAM
SMOOTH

GLOSSY

If you would have the simplest paper on the market and one

yielding prints of unrivaled beauty, choose Seltona. It is used by

many of the leading pictorialists of the world, because it combines

great depth and delicate softness with considerable brilliancy— in

these respects resembling carbon, but without the high cost and

troublesome manipulation.

Seltona prints by daylight and contains in the emulsion all

chemicals necessary for toning, and therefore needs fixing in hypo

only for brown and sepia tones ; or by previous immersion in a

solution of common salt and water, shades from dark brown

through purple to blue can be obtained without any vestige of

double-tone. The results are invariably uniform and permanent.

Paper, Postcards, Boardoids made in Six Grades

ANTIQUE
WHITE

ANTIQUE
CREAM

LINIQUE

AT ALL DEALERS OR
SOLE U. S. AGENT J. L. LEWIS 522 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK



SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION1MB

3 9088 01548 8927

ALL

THE BEAUTY
AND BRILLIANCY

OF NATURE'S COLORS
PERFECTLY REPRODUCED

BY THE

COLOR PROCESS
(Duplicating Method)

The simplest of methods—yet the most perfect. Ordinary prints and

enlargements, and as many positives in color as desired, can be made

from the negatives.

The making of the most satisfactory and economical transparancies and

lantern slides is the result ofusing this method, yet the complete process

requires only ordinary knowledge of photography.

Write for Special Booklet

HERBERT & HUESGEN COMPANY
456 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

BARTLETTOKK PRESS. NEW YOKK


